INDEX

Numbers
2-D More Like This pattern, 404–408

A
Act Locally principle, 36–40
action bars, 5–11
  overflow menu and, 32
action buttons, Cancel/OK pattern, 275
affordance, 199
Airplane mode, 119
alerts
  Pop-up Alert pattern, 263–271
  Toast Alert pattern, 257–263
Alexander, Christopher, *Timeless Way of Building, xix*
Amazon app
  Amazon Remembers, 298
  Carousel pattern, 352–353
  Crippled Refinement antipattern, 150–151
  keyword search, 145
  Partial Match pattern, 189–190
  Search from Menu pattern, 132–133, 145
anchoring, 191
Android
  device trends, 43
    compact phones, 44–45
    full-size phones, 45–47
    large tablets, 51–53
  small tablets, 48–51
  tablet-phone hybrids, 47–48
devices
  number of, 42
  popular, 42–43
guidelines, 3
  reasons for using, xviii
animation, boot animations, 80
antipatterns, xix–xx
  Contact Us Impediments, 74–77
  Crippled Refinement, 150–153
  EULAs, 72–74
  Ignoring Visibility of System Status, 180–182
  Lack of Interface Efficiency, 182–184
  Multiple Featured Areas, 349–352
  Pogosticking, 348–349
  Separate Search and Refinement, 144–147
  Sign Up/Sign In, 77–80
  Useless Controls, 184–185
Ashton, Kevin, 298
atomic entities, 247–249
authentication, two-factor, 308
Auto-Complete pattern, 120–126
auto-suggest
  Auto-Suggest pattern, 120–126
  Drop Down pattern and, 225–226
AutoTrader app, 4
  action bars, 5–11
  buttons, 14–15
IA (Information Architecture), 5–11
icons, 4–5
result detail screen, 19–22
search results, 15–18
swiping, 21
tabs, 11
wheel control, 12–14

B
Bing-Kayak hybrid, 388
Booking.com app, Did You Mean? pattern, 185–186
boot animations, 80
Browse pattern, 99–103
budget, 61
buttons, 14–15

C
calendar
Cancel/OK pattern, 275–276
Inline Error Message pattern, 252–253
Scrolling Calendar pattern, 210–214
Top-Aligned Labels pattern, 285–286
Callback Validation pattern, 271–274
Cancel/OK pattern, 274–285
Carousel pattern, 352–357
center of gravity, one-handed use and, 48, 49
character input, gesture-based, 295
Chase app
Dedicated Selection Page pattern, 317–318
Login Accelerator pattern, 308–310
Verification-Confirmation pattern, 334–335
Wizard Flow with Form pattern, 330–331

churning, 191
Clippy, 370
code, xxii
cognitive friction, xvii
color, 28
compact phones, 44–45
companion website, xxii
complexity perception, 58
Compound View pattern, 394–396
confirmation versus verification, 336–337
Contact Us Impediments antipattern, 74–77
Contacts app
Free-Form Text Input and Extract pattern, 233
Multiple Select control, 229–230
containers, 33–35
Content as Navigation/Multitouch Gestures pattern, 401–404
context, design and, 56
contextual interviews, 60
termeditability substitution, 188
controls
Panorama controls, 33–34
Stepper, 204–210
Swipe Views, 21
Useless Controls antipattern, 184–185
wheel, 12–14
Crippled Refinement antipattern, 150–153
cross-channel experiences, design and, 58–59
C-Swipe, small tablets, 49–50
C-Swipe (experimental) pattern, 408–411

D
Dashboard pattern, 92–95
dashboards, 92–93
overstuffing, 94–95
Pet Shop application, 93–94
data entry
Date and Time Wheel pattern, 215–224
Drop Down pattern, 224–228
Free-Form Text Input and Extract pattern, 232–238
Multiple Select pattern, 228–232
Scrolling Calendar pattern, 210–214
Slider pattern, 198–204
Stepper pattern, 204–210
Textbox with Atomic Entities pattern, 247–249
Textbox with Input Mask pattern, 238–246

Date and time
Date and Time Wheel pattern, 215–224
Scrolling Calendar pattern, 210–214

Dedicated Pages Wizard Flow pattern, 324–329
Dedicated Search pattern, 138–141
Dedicated Selection Page pattern, 11–12, 316–320
design
budget, 61
complexity perception, 58
dкрасно-сиестраль
context and, 56
cross-channel experiences, 58–59
design patterns, xix, 3
dиа
field research, 60
dисперсия и, 56
playfulness, 58
product use, 61
prototyping, form factors and, 56–57
target customer, 60
user testing, 57
visual, ThirstyPocket app, 68
detail screen, 19–22
dascimento
device trends, 43
compact phones, 44–45
full-size phones, 45–47
large tablets, 51–53

small tablets, 48–51
tablet-phone hybrids, 47–48
Did You Mean? pattern, 185–188
discrete entities, 247–249
Done button, voice input, 118–119
Drawer element, 9–10
one-handed use and, 46
Driving Mode paradigm, 119
Drop Down pattern, 224–228

Ebay
Refinement Page pattern, 153–156
Top-Aligned Labels pattern, 286
EULAs (End User License Agreements), 71
timing, 73

Facebook
one-handed use and, 46
Swiss-Army-Knife Navigation, 40
facial recognition, Login Accelerator pattern, 311
Ferrara, John, Playful Design, 58
field research, 60
Filter Strip pattern, 160–163
filtering
Crippled Refinement antipattern, 150–153
Filter Strip pattern, 160–163
Kayak app, 158
Parallel Architecture pattern, 164–170
Refinement Page pattern, 153–159
sorting comparison, 159
Tabs pattern, 170–178
flat items, 26–28
Form First pattern, 321–324
forms
Callback Validation pattern, 271–274
Cancel/OK pattern, 274–285
Getting Input From the Environment pattern, 293–302
Inline Error Message pattern, 252–257
Input Accelerators pattern, 302–306
Pop-up Alert pattern, 263–271
sign up/sign in, 77–80
Toast Alert pattern, 257–263
Top-Aligned Labels pattern, 285–292
fragmentation
benefits, 53
overview, 42
Fragments pattern, 392–394
Free-Form Text Input and Extract pattern, 232–238
Full Screen Picker. See Dedicated Selection Page pattern
full-size phones, 45–47

G
gentle invitation, 366
Gesture Search app, 295
gesture-based character input, 295
Getting Input From the Environment pattern, 293–302
Global Search App, 108
Google
  Calendar, Date and Time Wheel control, 215–217
  Maps, Map pattern, 104
Mobile Wallet, Near Field Communication (NFC) pattern, 338–342
Plus
  one-handed use and, 46
  Search from Action Bar pattern, 135–136
GPS data, tablets, 106
Grouped List of Links, 90
guidelines, 3

H
headsets, voice input, 118
History pattern, 108–112
home screen
  Browse pattern, 99–103
  Dashboard pattern, 92–95
  History pattern, 108–112
  List of Links pattern, 88–92
  Map pattern, 103–107
  Updates pattern, 95–99
HTC devices, 42
Hub-and-Spoke, 88
hybrids, tablet-phone, 47–48

I
IA (Information Architecture), 5–11
icons, launch icon, 4–5
Ignoring Visibility of System Status antipattern, 180–182
image-based input, 296
in-field labels, 288
Inline Error Message pattern, 252–257
input
  environment, 293–302
  errors, 252–253
  Free-Form Text Input and Extract pattern, 232–238
  gesture-based, 295
  image-based, 296
  Inline Error Message pattern, 252–257
  Input Accelerators pattern, 302–306
  Textbox with Atomic Entities pattern, 247–249
  Textbox with Input Mask pattern, 238–246
  validation, 271–274
  Voice Search pattern, 114–120
input mask, 238–246
inspiration, xx–xxi
Integration pattern, 383–389
interface
- containers, 33–35
- efficiency, 182–184
- simplicity, 57–58
Internet of Things, 298
Iron Man metaphor, xvii–xviii

J–K
Java Pet Store, 82
Kayak app
- filtering, 158
- Scrolling Calendar pattern, 210–211
- sorting, 158
- Stepper pattern, 205
keyboards, sticky-note prototypes, 66
keywords
- Amazon app search, 145
- Auto-Complete pattern, 121
- Auto-Suggest pattern, 121
- keyword browsing, 126
- Tap-Ahead pattern, 126–129

L
labels
- in-field, 288
- left-aligned, 287
- top-aligned, 285–292
Lack of Interface Efficiency antipattern, 182–184
large tablets, 51–53
launch icon, 4–5
left-aligned labels, 287
lightbox, search results, 153
LinkedIn app, Popover Menu pattern, 359
links
- Grouped List of Links, 90
- List of Links pattern, 88–92
listening mode, 114, 117
Local Results pattern, 192–196
local-actions-first principle, 36–40
Location, as input, 295
Login Accelerator pattern, 308–316

M
Map pattern, 103–107
Maps app, Input Accelerators pattern, 302–302
menus
- overflow menu, 30–33
- Search from Menu pattern, 132–134
Messaging, iOS comparison, 26–27
microphone, listening mode, 114
mobile banking
- Dedicated Pages Wizard Flow pattern, 324–329
- Dedicated Selection Page pattern, 316–320
- Form First pattern, 321–324
- Login Accelerator pattern, 308–316
- Near Field Communication (NFC) pattern, 338–346
- Verification-Confirmation pattern, 334–338
- Wizard Flow with Form pattern, 329–334
- Multiple Featured Areas antipattern, 349–352
- Multiple Select pattern, 228–232

N
navigation
- Carousel pattern, 352–357
- Integration pattern, 383–389
- Multiple Featured Areas antipattern, 349–352
- Pogosticking antipattern, 348–349
- Popover Menu pattern, 358–365
- Swiss-Army-Knife Navigation pattern, 371–382
- Watermark pattern, 365–371
Near Field Communication (NFC) pattern, 338–346
NewEgg app, Multiple Featured Areas antipattern, 349–350
NFC (near-field communication), 313
N.O.V.A. series, tutorials, 83–84
OCR (Optical Character Recognition), 300
one-handed use, 44, 45–46
center of gravity, 48, 49
on-screen keyboard, compact phones, 44
overflow menu, 30–33

Panorama controls, 33–34
Parallel Architecture pattern, 164–170
Partial Match pattern, 189–192
patterns. See also antipatterns; design patterns
2-D More Like This, 404–408
Auto-Complete, 120–126
Auto-Suggest, 120–126
Browse, 99–103
Callback Validation, 271–274
Cancel/OK, 274–285
Carousel, 352–357
Compound View, 394–396
Content as Navigation/Multitouch
Gestures, 401–404
C-Swipe (experimental), 408–411
Dashboard, 92–95
Date and Time Wheel, 215–224
Dedicated Pages Wizard Flow,
324–329
Dedicated Search, 138–141
Dedicated Selection Page, 316–320
Did You Mean?, 185–188
Drop Down, 224–228
Filter Strip, 160–163
Form First, 321–324
Fragments, 392–394
Free-Form Text Input and Extract,
232–238
Getting Input From the
Environment, 293–302
History, 108–112
Inline Error Message, 252–257
Input Accelerators, 302–306
Integration, 383–389
List of Links, 88–92
Local Results, 192–196
Login Accelerator, 308–316
Map, 103–107
Multiple Select, 228–232
Near Field Communication (NFC),
338–346
Parallel Architecture, 164–170
Partial Match, 189–192
Popover Menu, 358–365
Pop-up Alert, 263–271
Pull to Refresh, 129–132
Refinement Page, 153–159
Scrolling Calendar, 210–214
Search from Action Bar, 135–138
Search from Menu, 132–134
Search in the Content Page,
141–144
Select, 224–228
Side Navigation (experimental),
396–400
Slider, 198–204
Spinner, 224–228
Stepper, 204–210
Swiss-Army-Knife Navigation,
371–382
Tabs, 170–178
Tap-Ahead, 126–129
Textbox with Atomic Entities,
247–249
Textbox with Input Mask, 238–246
Toast Alert, 257–263
Top-Aligned Labels, 285–292
Tutorial, 83–86
Updates, 95–99
Verification-Confirmation, 334–338
Voice Search, 114–120
Watermark, 365–371
Welcome Animation, 80–83
Wizard Flow with Form, 329–334
PayPal app, Dedicated Pages Wizard Flow pattern, 325–326
Peapod app
  Stepper pattern, 206–207
  Toast Alert pattern, 263
Pet Shop application
  Auto-Complete pattern, 123–124
  Auto-Suggest pattern, 123–124
  Browse pattern, 102
  Callback Validation pattern, 273
  Cancel/OK pattern, 280
  dashboards, 93–94
  Date and Time Wheel pattern, 219–221
  Dedicated Pages Wizard Flow pattern, 327–328
  Dedicated Search pattern, 140
  Dedicated Selection Page pattern, 318–319
  Did You Mean? pattern, 188
  Drop Down pattern, 226–227
  Filter Strip pattern, 162–163
  Form First pattern, 322–323
  Free-Form Text Input and Extract pattern, 234–235
  Getting Input from the Environment pattern, 300–301
  History pattern, 111–112
  Inline Error Message pattern, 255–256
  Input Accelerators pattern, 304–305
  List of Links pattern, 91
  Local Results pattern, 195–196
  Login Accelerator pattern, 313–314
  Map pattern, 105–106
  Multiple Select pattern, 230–232
  Near Field Communication (NFC) pattern, 344–345
  Parallel Architecture pattern, 165–167
  Popover Menu pattern, 362
  Pop-up Alert pattern, 267
  Pull to Refresh pattern, 131
  Refinement Page pattern, 157
  Scrolling Calendar application, 212
  Search from Action Bar pattern, 137–138
  Search from Menu pattern, 133–134
  Search in the Content Page pattern, 143
  Stepper pattern, 207–209
  Swiss-Army-Knife Navigation pattern, 379–381
  Tab pattern, 174–175
  Tap-Ahead pattern, 128
  Textbox with Atomic Entities pattern, 248
  Textbox with Input Mask pattern, 243
  Toast Alert pattern, 260–261
  Updates pattern, 97–98
  Voice Search pattern, 117
  Watermark pattern, 368–369
  wireframe, 82
  Wizard Flow with Form pattern, 331

Playful Design (Ferrara), 58
playfulness, 58
pogosticking, 20–21, 349
Pogosticking antipattern, 348–349
Popover Menu pattern, 358–365
Pop-up Alert pattern, 263–271
ports, straight ports, 4
Priceline Welcome Animation, 80–81
product use, design and, 61
prototyping
  form factors and, 56–57
  sticky-notes, 63–67
  user testing, 57
Pull to Refresh pattern, 129–132

Q–R
QR codes, 296–297
realism
  human-appearing digital assistants, 119–120
  uncanny valley, 119
Refinement Page pattern, 153–159
refreshing, Pull to Refresh pattern, 129–132
registration, forcing, 79
result detail screen, 19–22
results recovery
controlled vocabulary substitution, 188
Did You Mean? pattern, 185–188
Ignoring Visibility of System Status antipattern, 180–182
Lack of Interface Efficiency antipattern, 182–184
Local Results pattern, 192–196
Partial Match pattern, 189–192
Useless Controls antipattern, 184–185
RITE (Rapid Iterative Testing and Evaluation) study, 63–67

S
Scroll to Search, 143
Scrolling Calendar pattern, 210–214
search, 113. See also results recovery
advanced, 164–170
Auto-Complete pattern, 120–126
Auto-Suggest pattern, 120–126
basic, 164–170
button, 135
churning, 191
controlled vocabulary substitution, 188
Dedicated Search pattern, 138–141
Pull to Refresh pattern, 129–132
Scroll to Search, 143
Search from Action Bar pattern, 135–138
Search from Menu pattern, 132–134
Search in the Content Page pattern, 141–144
Separate Search and Refinement antipattern, 144–147
siloed search, 358
Siri, 116
tabs and, 170–178
Tap-Ahead pattern, 126–129
TripAdvisor app, 167–170
Voice Search pattern, 114–120
Search from Action Bar pattern, 135–138
Search from Menu pattern, 132–134
Search in the Content Page pattern, 141–144
search results, 15–18
Select pattern. See Drop Down pattern
Separate Search and Refinement, 144–147
shared alpha device, 315
Side Navigation pattern (experimental), 396–400
Sign Up/Sign In antipattern, 77–80
simplicity
interface, 57–58
versus simple-mindedness, 58
Siri, 116
SitOrSquat app, 77–79
Slider pattern, 198–204
small tablets, 48–51
sorting
Crippled Refinement antipattern, 150–153
Filter Strip pattern, 160–163
filtering comparison, 159
Kayak app, 158
Parallel Architecture pattern, 164–170
Refinement Page pattern, 153–159
Tabs pattern, 170–178
spelling
Auto-Complete pattern, 120
Auto-Suggest pattern, 120
Spinner pattern. See Drop Down pattern
Spool, Jared, pogosticking, 349
Stepper pattern, 204–210

Simkin, Larry, 356
sticky-note prototyping, 63–67
straight ports, 4
Swipe Views control, 21
swiping, 21
   Pull to Refresh pattern, 129–132
small tablets, 49–50
Swiss-Army-Knife Navigation
compact phones, 44
Facebook, 40
full-size phones, 46
pattern, 371–382
large tablets, 51–53
system status, ignoring visibility,
180–182

T

tablet-phone hybrids, 47–48
tablets
   2-D More Like This pattern,
       404–408
Auto-Complete pattern, 124–125
Auto-Suggest pattern, 124–125
Browse pattern, 103
Callback Validation pattern, 274
Cancel/OK pattern, 281–282
Carousel pattern, 355
Compound View pattern, 394–396
Content as Navigation/Multitouch
Gestures pattern, 401–404
C-Swipe pattern (experimental),
       408–411
Dashboard pattern, 94
Date and Time Wheel pattern,
       221–222
Dedicated Search pattern, 140–141
Dedicated Selection Page pattern,
       319
Drop Down pattern, 227
Form First pattern, 323–324
Fragments pattern, 392–394
Free-Form Text Input and Extract
   pattern, 235
Getting Input From the
Environment pattern, 301–302
GPS data, 106
History pattern, 112
Inline Error Message pattern, 256
Input Accelerators pattern, 305–306
Integration pattern, 387
large tablets, 51–53
List of Links pattern, 91
Local Results pattern, 196
Login Accelerator pattern, 315
Map pattern, 106–107
Multiple Select pattern, 232
Parallel Architecture pattern, 167
Partial Match pattern, 192
Popover Menu pattern, 363
Pop-up Alert pattern, 267–268
Pull to Refresh pattern, 131–132
Refinement Page pattern, 157–158
Scrolling Calendar pattern, 212–213
Search in the Content Page,
       143–144
shared alpha device, 315
Side Navigation pattern
   (experimental), 396–400
Slider pattern, 202
small tablets, 48–51
Stepper pattern, 209
Swiss-Army-Knife Navigation
pattern, 381
tablet-phone hybrids, 47–48
Tabs pattern, 175–176
Tap-Ahead pattern, 128–129
Textbox with Atomic Entities
   pattern, 249
Textbox with Input Mask pattern,
       244–245
Toast Alert pattern, 261–262
Top-Aligned Labels pattern,
       290–291
Updates pattern, 98–99
Verification-Confirmation pattern,
       336
voice input, 117–120
Welcome Animation, 82–83
Wizard Flow with Form pattern, 332
tabs, 11
search and, 170–178
Tabs pattern, 11, 170–178
Tap Anywhere visual design, 28–29
Tap-Ahead pattern, 126–129
Target app
interface efficiency, 182–183
Local Results pattern, 193
target customer, 60
testing, design and, 57
text input. See input
Textbox with Atomic Entities pattern, 247–249
Textbox with Input Mask pattern, 238–246
TheFind, 145
ThirstyPocket app
budget, 61
concept, 59–61
contextual interviews, 60
design workshop, 61–63
field research, 60
planning, 59–61
product use, 61
RITE (Rapid Iterative Testing and Evaluation) study, 63–67
scope, 59–61
target customer, 60
visual design, 68
three-dimensional versus flat, 26–28
Timeless Way of Building (Alexander), xix
Toast Alert pattern, 257–263
Top-Aligned Labels pattern, 285–292
touchscreen, Tap Anywhere visual design, 28–29
transitions, sticky-note prototypes, 66
TripAdvisor app
Pogosticking antipattern, 348
search, 167–170
Useless Controls antipattern, 184–185
Trulia app
Cancel/OK pattern, 277
Drop Down pattern, 224–225
map gesture input, 294
Slider pattern, 198–199
Toast Alert pattern, 258–259
Tutorial pattern, 83–86
tutorials, N.O.V.A. series, 83–84
Twitter
Callback Validation pattern, 272
Search in the Content Page pattern, 141–142
two-factor authentication, 308
U
UCD (User-Centered Design), 55
uncanny valley, 119
Updates pattern, 95–99
Urban Spoon, Watermark pattern, 371
Useless Controls antipattern, 184–185
user testing, 57
UX (User Experience) design, 56
antipattern, 74–77
V
validation, input, 271–274
verification versus confirmation, 336–337
Verification-Confirmation pattern, 334–338
visual design, ThirstyPocket app, 68
voice input, 117–120
Done button, 118–119
voice imprint, 119
Voice Search pattern, 114–120
W
Watermark pattern, 365–371
website, book companion, xxii
Welcome Animation pattern, 80–83
wheel control, 12–14
Wikitude app, Tabs pattern, 171–173
wireframes
  Pet Shop application, 82
  RITE (Rapid Iterative Testing and Evaluation), 63
  sticky-notes, 65–67
  Welcome Animation, 82
Wizard Flow with Form pattern, 329–334

Y
Yelp app
  Filter Strip pattern, 160–161
  Parallel Architecture pattern, 164–165
  Pogosticking antipattern, 348
  system status visibility, 180–181
  Yelp Monocle, 176–177

Z
Zillow, Slider pattern, 198–199
zoom, Map pattern, 107